A mong protein structure prediction methods, the discrete state space model (DSM) method uniquely employs a Bayesian formulation of the fold-recognition problem. 1,2 In a Bayesian formulation, the protein sequence's compatibility with a structural model is measured by the model's posterior probability, given the probability of all sequence-to-model alignments. Although DSMs are generally represented as hidden Markov models (HMMs), they are designed around a set of rules rather than trained on a large representative set, as most HMMs are.
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The DSM approach to protein structure modeling has many advantages: flexibility, generality, a high degree of abstraction, and the possibility to build models for hypothetical structures. A few experts-using their understanding of the protein structure familiesdesigned the originally proposed models. However, with the number of deposited protein structures in the protein databank (PDB) surpassing 15,000 and the number of classified protein folds approaching 600, updating DSM libraries through this approach has become difficult. Our method constructs DSMs automatically from determined protein structures. It inherits many merits from the original DSMs, such as dividing structural states into several classes and using expert prior structural knowledge for model design to reduce the model's free parameters. 2 The DSM design's modularity lets us combine a functional family's sequence motif with the structural model. 3 Ample evidence shows that including sequence information considerably improves fold recognition in other threading approaches. 4 Most methods of combining sequence and structural information use some measure of sequence similarity over the entire length of the sequence and the structural model. Combining a minimal (few residues) functional pattern with a structural DSM can provide a sensitive method to identify functional homologs that have similar structures but no detectable overall sequence similarity. 2, 3 Previously, we had to select and embed those functional patterns in the models manually. In this article, we present a set of rules for automated minimal-pattern selection and embedding.
Methods
Selecting a minimal functionally diagnostic pattern to embed relies on a multiple sequence alignment among representative homologous proteins. We can represent such a set of aligned homologous sequences as a position-specific scoring matrix (PSSM), or sequence profile. A set of vectors stored in the profile records the probability of observing each of the 20 amino acids at each position. 5, 6 Profiles can align with the structural model (see Figure  1 )-provided that at least one of the profile-defining proteins aligns with that model. This is straightforward if the model itself was constructed from one of the profile-defining protein's structure. In the method presented here, we based the DSM design on the determined structure of one of the proteins used in profile generation. Thus, each position in the profile directly corresponds to a structural position in the model. We assume that a residue completely conserved across a wide range of homologs corresponds to a key functional position, so we should apply the simplest pattern embedding in a structural model to such conserved positions. This approach avoids imprinting sequence similarities onto positions that have structural preferences but show limited or inconsistent sequence similarity across a wide range of homologs. 
Representation of a protein structure by a DSM
The automated design of a DSM from a protein structure relies on protein structure modularity, described elsewhere. 2 In the simplest approximation, each protein structure is composed of three basic structural elements: alpha helices, beta strands, and loops. Each secondary-structure element is mapped onto a secondary-structure submodel, which represents specific features observed in the determined structure such as length and solvent exposure. In agreement with the known variations among structures of homologous proteins, the submodels are designed to represent such variations (in particular, loop submodels allow for a wide range of length variation). 2 We construct the final DSM by assembling structural submodels (see Figure 2) .
Mathematical representation of a DSM
A DSM, when represented as an HMM, is defined by two matrices: a state-to-state transition matrix Φ and an amino acid state emission probability matrix H. Φ contains conditional probabilities φ(s/s′) of passing from one structural state s′ to any other state s. H contains conditional probabilities h(a/s) for each amino acid a emitted by state s. The state transition probabilities are assigned directly from the protein structure and according to a priori schema representing the structural variations. We define a minimal set C of structural state classes and their conditional probability distributions H 0 (a/C). As described elsewhere, we precalculate these probability distributions from a large set of representative structures. 2 H for any given model is then constructed over all modeled states by h(a|s) = H 0 (a|C s ), where C s is the state class of state s. 1,2
Measures of protein sequence compatibility with a DSM
As mentioned earlier, we estimate the sequence's compatibility with a structuralfold model by the posterior probability of the fold among the library of fold models. 2 According to Bayes, the posterior probability P(fold i |seq) is given by the total probability of the sequence-given the fold P(seq|fold i ) and the fold's prior probability P(fold i ):
, (1) where N f is the number of folds represented in the library.
A hierarchical scheme of assigning model and fold priors has been used previously in our DSM analysis of structural classification. 1, 2 In the previously published analysis, we derived hierarchical priors from the assumption that alternative models are mutually exclusive and all-inclusive at each level being considered-such as SCOP class, fold, superfamily, and family. 2 This assumption is not valid when the library contains models with and without an embedded pattern built from the same structure. Therefore, we select Red circles represent helix DSM submodels, green triangles are strand submodels, and white ovals are loop submodels. The thin black arrows show transition probabilities from one submodel to the next, and thick blue arrows show the mapping of structural elements onto submodels. The anticipated variation in the protein structure is represented by the variation encoded in each secondary structure submodel and also in the N-terminal and C-terminal loops submodels. These terminal submodels allow an additional amphipathic helix to be added at both ends of a structural domain. 2 Structure model only the model with the highest likelihood score from each fold and assign the sequence probability given a fold model by , (2) where N m is the total number of models in the library. We assign fold priors uniformly over the folds. The total probability P(seq| M i ) is calculated using the filtering algorithm that Jim White proposed and implemented in 1988. 7
Design of pattern-embedded DSMs
Automated pattern embedding in a DSM requires three steps:
• construct a DSM from the protein (or domain) structure, • generate the sequence profile for that protein or domain's functional family, and • combine the sequence profile with the DSM.
Let's demonstrate the approach and implement a simple rule to select the positions from the profile to be embedded in a DSM. We'll use only those positions with strictly conserved amino acids. We can easily envision alternative rules to select the positions for embedding, such as selecting conserved hydrophobic residues and so forth.
Automated pattern generation and selection.
To generate the pattern from a set of homologous sequences, we use the PIMAII algorithm. 6 This algorithm iteratively aligns diverse homologous sequences while constructing the profile. The probabilities of observing different amino acids in a particular position are calculated as mixtures of prior amino acid probabilities and those in the profile alignment. We select the sequences used for generating the profile from a set of functional domain homologs, which are identified by a positionspecific iterative-basic local-alignment search tool (PSI-Blast) search against the nonredundant protein database at the National Center for Biotechnology Information. 5 We run searches for five iterations to maximize the set of homologs and minimize false positives. We record hits with an expectation value (e-value) better than 10 -10 and select a short list (no more than six sequences) as follows:
1. Select hits where the alignment covers at least 85 percent of the seed sequence's length and contains gaps that are less than 10 percent of the aligned positions. 2. From the hits with e-values better than 10 -50 , sequentially select those that differ by 10 -5 in e-value. From the hits with e-values less than 10 -50 and better than 10 -10 , select those that differ by 10 -3 in the e-value. 3. Select up to six sequences (minimum two). If the hit sequence's aligned region does not cover the entire query sequence, extend it at both ends by 10 percent of the seed sequence's length.
This selection speeds up the profile generation step by excluding sequences that are similar to each other or sequences with long insertions. We characterize the profile by using its information content density. Profile information content density D(IC) is defined as , (3) where N is the number of positions in the profile, P i (a) is the amino acid probability distribution at the profile position i, B(a) is the amino acid background probability distribution, and L k (g) is the length of the kth gap in the profile. The profile is useful as a functionally diagnostic pattern for embedding in a structural model if the information content density is less than 0.2 amino acid equivalents. This assures that we don't consider profiles representing domains with highly conserved sequences. We can unambiguously recognize these domains with simple sequence comparison methods such as Blast. 
The information content at each position numerically describes the level of amino acid conservation. Selecting for this value filters the profile positions we want to embed in a DSM. In the current scheme, an information content greater than -2.008 corresponds to a strictly conserved amino acid position. We therefore chose only the profile positions with information content greater than -2.008 to replace the structural positions' amino acid emission probabilities in the corresponding DSM hidden state. The information content threshold's exact value depends on precalculated priors. 6 The seed domain's alignment to the sequence profile implies the structural-template position alignment (and so alignment of the DSM hidden states) to the profile positions (see Figure 1 ). For the position labeled i in the structural template, the amino acid probability distribution is given by P i with information content IC i . The structural-state class of position i is C s (i). The pattern-embedding step is realized by the following reconstruction of H elements h(a/s i ) corresponding to the hidden state s i of position i:
. (5) Figure 3 illustrates the steps to embedding patterns.
Results
We constructed the current version of our DSM library by selecting one representative structure from each structural classification of proteins (SCOP) fold, version 1.48. This library represents 305 single-domain folds, 117 of which are domains from multidomain proteins. As we described earlier, satisfactory profiles were generated for 300 out of 305 domains in our library. On average, 22 percent of the positions in these profiles are conserved. A DSM, in addition to modeling residue positions from the structure, contains hidden states that do not correspond to a particular position in the structure. Therefore, fewer than 22 percent of hidden states from a pattern-embedded DSM represent profile positions.
To test DSM performance with automatically embedded patterns, we selected three sets of protein domain pairs from the SCOP database. For each of the 305 structural domains in our DSM library, we selected the structural analog as defined by the SCOP family, superfamily, and fold classifications. We also checked the class, architecture, topology, and homologous superfamily (CATH) protein structure classification database to see if those pairs were identified as structures with the same CATH topology. 8, 9 We thus selected a test set of protein pairs classified as structurally similar by two independent approaches consisting of 493 samefamily pairs, 61 same-superfamily pairs, and 42 same-fold pairs.
Using structural analogs as query sequences and 305 DSM-library-defining sequences as the search database, we checked how many pairs a simple Blast search could identify. We used a generous e-value score of 10 -5 as a cutoff for the Blast homolog recognition. This further reduced the test set to the difficult-torecognize pairs that include 131 same-family pairs, 59 same-superfamily pairs, and 42 same-fold pairs.
We compared three fold-recognition approaches: PSI-Blast search, the automatically generated structural DSMs method, and the method of automatically generated structural DSMs with sequence patterns embedded. We performed the PSI-Blast searches in two steps. First, we used a structural analog sequence as a query sequence to search against the nonredundant protein database from the National Center for Biotechnology Information. We ran the search for five iterations or until convergence with the e-value for inclusion set to 10 -3 and saved the resulting PSSM. Second, we used the calculated PSSM as an input to search against the PDB sequence database. We ran this search for 10 iterations-effectively until convergence in all cases. We considered the PSI-Blast search to be successful if the correct DSM-defining protein was recognized in the second step with the e-value better than the cutoff. Table  1 summarizes the comparison of the structural-analog recognition performance. The cutoff value indicates the highest e-value for PSI-Blast search considered as analog recognition and the lowest P-value of the firstranking fold in DSM fold recognition. The columns labeled TP indicate recognition of true positives; FP indicates false positivespairs of the proteins classified by both SCOP and CATH as having a different fold.
Our pattern-embedded DSM fold-recognition method competes favorably with PSIBlast, giving higher numbers of true positives and lower numbers of false positives. In the PSI-Blast search, we considered only those proteins classified as a different fold by both SCOP and CATH as false positives. We counted only one false positive per query sequence-regardless of how many were hit-to compare with the DSM method that makes a single prediction for each sequence. We did not consider as false positives the proteins with e-values better than the cutoff but not classified in SCOP, so the true rate of false positives for PSI-Blast could be higher. The structural models with automatically embedded patterns considerably improved the recognition of structural analogs when compared with the automatically generated structural DSMs. The overlap of true positives predictions between the PSI-Blast (with cutoff 10 -10 ) and pattern-embedded DSMs (with a probability higher than 0.5) is 46 family pairs and two superfamily pairs. This confirms that the recognition of structural similarities partially drives the fold recognition in the pattern-embedded DSM method. 
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DSMs with an embedded pattern Cutoff E = e -03 E = e -10 P = 0 P = 0.5 P = 0 P = 0. 5   SCOP  TP  FP  TP  FP  TP  FP  TP  FP  TP  FP  TP  FP   131 family pairs  65  29  65  29  34  97  25  43  82  49  70  12   59 superfamily pairs 11  28  9  26  6  53  4  34  11  48  6  14   42 fold pairs  0  11  0  10  5  37  3  22  5  37  4  19 ing a large library of models for protein functional domains. The DSM method can identify distant homologs, but there are still a few aspects of protein structure modeling to address. First, we can improve the DSM library's specificity by including additional competing models such as a set of generic DSMs. 1 These models would represent structures of proteins that do not have a structural analog in the current PDB-based library, irregular structures, and membrane proteins. The second most pressing aspect is to design a method to construct umbrella models that cover variations within each structural family. Our current models represent only limited structural variations. Such models should be more sensitive in recognizing proteins with similar structures but without functional similarity. Third, we expect that minimal profiles generated from the PROSITE (a dictionary of protein sites and patterns) motifs will perform better in distant homolog recognition than the automatically generated profiles presented here. 10 The PROSITE motif preferences would replace a smaller number of structural preferences in DSMs than profiles described in this article. Such minimal sequence profiles should produce models that are better suited for detecting structural analogs with a conserved minimal functional pattern.
